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RUSHES AND SEDGES
WORKSHOPS

Dur ing March,  four  very
sucessful workshops were held at
Ongerup, Mount Barker, Tambellup
and Denmark, with the theme of
rushes and sedges in rehabilitation
work. The presenter was Linda
Taman, a consultant with huge
experience in growing and using
plants from these families and great
skill in presenting the topic. All
told, 93 people attended the four
workshops and were unanimous in
their praise for the day, andin calling
for more similar events.

The overall programme was
organised by Dorothy Redreau of
Greenskills, in collaboration with
Land for l4/i/d/rfe, Greening
Australia and Water and Rivers
Commission. Each of the four
organis ations took responsibility for
being host at one of the venues, as
well as contributing to the cost,
which was also supported by grants
frorn the Gordon Reid Foundation
for Conservation and NHT. This
wide collaboration worked very
wel1, andledto morebeing achieved
than each group could have managed
on its own. This modei could well
be followed with other topics in
future.

Sylvia Leigltton
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To Avril Baxter (LFW

Nanogin) for winning "Runner

up" in the Indoor Display at
Wagin Woolorama. Visitors
were enthralled by the fauna!
Photo: D. Lomont

I,FI4ISTAFF WORKSHOP - THREE YEARS' ON

On 18s 19ft May, LFW staff gathered at CALM, Kensington, for a
workshop to consider the operation of Innd for Wld/ife, and what future
directions we might take. Shown here are, L-R back row: Penny Hussey,
Sylvia Leighton, Bob Huston, Avril Baxter, Fiona Falconer, Claire Hall;
frontrow: Jenny Dewing, Heather Adamson, Cherie Kemp. (Anne Rick had
to leave early, her littlies had developed a virus.)

TRIGGERPLANT

IREASURES

Stylidium merrollii. Photo: K. Kenneolly

Once presumed extinct for more
than IOO years, S4lidium merrallii
(Merra l l 's  Tr iggerp lant)  was
rediscovered in 1976 in the Wongan
Hills area but wasn't officially
identified until 1992. Early this
March a healthy new population
was .discovered near a granite
outcrop on a LFlAey's property in
the Doodlakine area.

Triggerplants have a sensitive
trigger action that is used as aunique
method of pollination. Insects
sipping nectar from the throats of
young flowers disturb a 'trigger'

which releases a strapJike column
that carries anthers loaded with
pollen. Previously hidden beneath
thepetals, its sudden release causes
a swinging blow which showers
pollen over the insect's back. It
takes about 20 mins for the trigger
to resetforthe next visitor. Anthers
on older flowers develop a hairy
cushion orbrush between them, this
brushes up pollen from any insects
that had previously visited younger
f lowers,  thus complet ing the
pollination cycle.

The shape oftriggerplant flowers
throughout the wheatbelt usually
resemble a small butterfly and are
of various colours, the most comrnon
being brightpink with white throats.
Each also has a secretive minute
petal called a labellum, which is an
added fbsc inat ion and a id to
identification.

To date there are 16 different
t r iggerp lants in  the Shi re of
Merredin and it is a greatpleasure to
add Stylidian merallii (Declared
Rare Flora - status: Vulnerable), to
that list.
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